School Visit Case Study
Daviot Primary - May 2014

I have taken part in mainly art/craft
activities. On learning that I had
a PGDE place for 2014 the class
teacher allowed me to work across
the curriculum with small groups
of children. Having a full rounded
view of a small working school has
been great.

Daviot Primary are very keen to support students of all types and frequently have visiting BEd and PGDE students, in addition to annually taking one or more BP Student Tutors due to previous positive experience with the scheme.
In 2014 Ann Coll, a fourth year RGU Sculpture student was very pleased to fulfil a placement at Daviot within a P1/2 composite class of
22 pupils supporting Mrs Watt, class teacher.
The main project topic undertaken whilst Ann was in class was ‘Space’ so Mrs Watt was keen to utilise Ann’s skills in 3D modelling;
making planets and rockets from paper mache. These were time intensive and Ann demonstrated perseverance and patience with the
children to make the models which they appreciated and were very happy to see them hanging in the class as can be seen below.

Between art sessions and pupil assemblies Anne also assisted
small groups with maths and literacy games and reading

Ann was very enthusiastic, very tuned in to working with
the children, and struck a good rapport with them. To
that end the children were respectful and listened to her.
Mrs Watt

Due to the fact that Ann has a place on the PGDE Primary course in 2014, she was keen to observe and learn as much as she could
about teaching and so used her initiative to talk with Mrs Watt and the PGDE Primary student on placement; observing practice, taking
notes and looking at recommended resources.
Ann was very much welcomed in the staffroom deemed by staff to be ‘lovely and very friendly’. Mrs Padfield, Head Teacher emphasised that Ann ‘was one of the best Student Tutors that the school has had’.
The impact of having Ann in class is an enhanced arts
and craft experience and it is helpful for the children to
meet new people in new situations and activities.
Mrs Padfield
Jamie, George, Marlee and Evan from the primary 2 class shared their experience of having Ann in class. They enjoyed having Miss
Coll in class and liked the paper mache activity making the planets and rockets, they said she was really good at art, clever and funny
and would like more tutors in class to make more things.

I would have liked Miss Coll to stay longer to make
more cool things. Evan

JAMIE

Miss Coll was here to teach us about art and
made it fun. Marlee

Daviot Primary look forward to Ann returning to the school later
this term to work on a further art project and are keen to have
more BP tutors in class in 2015.

GEORGE

